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A cold-blooded and confident aging hitman returns from his Parisian exile to his old city of Mumbai to return to his past and
fulfill last job. This time, he can no longer leave the city unnoticed. He is especially annoyed by the presence in the city of a

woman named Salma. During another assassination attempt on a crime boss who wants to be killed, Salma becomes an
accidental witness to the events taking place. This young girl with a sharp mind and composure helped the hero to take revenge.

While the protagonist of the film "Retired" comes up with a plan for revenge, Salma has to cross the border and complete a
dangerous mission. A young aspiring writer named Kieran lives in London and works for a small law firm. Having become the

owner of the Nobel Prize, he refuses it, preferring to subsequently travel the world and write down various stories about the
adventures that happen to him throughout his long life. Having been working for many years, the writer is again faced with an
episode of his youth, when he was still a simple teenager and quite often made notes in his little notebook. The cartoon "John
Carter" tells the story of a simple boy John Carter, who was the heir to the planet Mars and led a rather cheerful and carefree
existence. Once this guy was a real hero who performed feats and fought enemies, but over time he turned into an ordinary
layman. Marvel Studios has announced that filming for Avengers: Infinity War will begin in October 2016. In the center of

events will be bright, charismatic and very interesting superheroes who will forever change the world. The plot of the film tells
about a grandiose battle that will take place in a galaxy far, far away. Incredible cataclysms and troubles await the Earth: after
many centuries of war, its peoples are on the verge of destruction. The film "The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey" tells the

story of the journey of the hobbit Bilbo Baggins and his faithful companion Smaug through the Wild East. The second part of
the film will tell the background of the events that took place in the first. John Rollins will continue to play the role of Bilby's

expedition leader. Smog joined the team, wanting to avenge the death of his relative. Scientist Kouichi Nagumo and his
subordinates are preparing a new generation of viral pandemics to save the planet. But among the new team there is an enemy

capable of surpassing the capabilities of the team compared to the human body.New comedy tr
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